
Wisewire Spanish 1 - Unit Test: ¡Hola! / Hello! 

This test/unit test consists of 20 items (with an associated answer key for the teacher) that assess the 
vocabulary, grammar, and cultural concepts listed below: 

x Country/Region: United States: General description of current Spanish-speaking population.  
x Vocabulary Theme: Greetings and Introductions: Friends, family, and my Spanish class.  
x Grammar Theme: Nouns: Number and Gender  
x Culture Theme: The Spanish-speaking population in the US: Introduction to Bilingual culture. 

An alternate version of the test is also provided to the teacher, in case a student needs to re-take the 
assessment or for use in large classrooms.  



HS Spanish Semester 1A Unit 1 
¡Hola!/Hello! 
Lección 1.9: Unit Test 
 

DAY 9 - Lección 2.9 
 
Day 9 – Introducción  
You’ve learned so much Spanish in Unit 1! Now it’s time to test your understanding of the 
vocabulary, grammar, and cultural concepts we’ve covered. Are you ready? The test 
should be completed in 50 minutes. Try to use your time wisely and read each question 
carefully before you select the best answer. Good luck! 
 
Examen de la Unidad 
Complete the following activities. 
 

1. Match each Spanish word with the corresponding image. (2 points) 
1: Buenas noches. 

A.  
Author: jill111  

Answer:  
 

2: ¡Mucho gusto! 

B.  
Author: Seurat 

Answer:  

3: Buenas tardes. 

C.  
Author: naippiness 

Answer:  

4: Buenos días. 

D.  
Author: PJL 

Answer:  
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2: Which is the feminine word for el león? 
(2 points) 
a. la leona 
b. la leonera 
c. la vaca 
d. la leónica 

 
3: Do nouns that name NON-living things change gender from masculine to feminine?  
a. Yes, depending on the gender of the people or animal related to them. 
b. No; because all non-living things have neutral gender. 
c. No; each noun has its own grammatical gender, masculine or feminine. 
d. Yes, but only those ending in a, which can change final –a to –o.   

 
4: Which states have a greater percent of Hispanics? 
a. Louisiana and Mississippi 
b. California and Nevada 
c. Montana and Wyoming 
d. Georgia and Tennessee  

 
5: Match each English word with the corresponding Spanish word. (2 points) 
1: nephew/niece a. Sobrino/Sobrina 

 Answer: (a) 
2: grandmother/grandfather               b. Tio/ Tia 
Answer: (d) 
3: cousin c. Primo/Prima 

 Answer: (c) 
4: uncle/aunt d. Abuelo/Abuela 

 Answer: (b) 
 

6: Which of the following is a masculine noun? 
(2 points) 
a. la radio 
b. la mano 
c. el día 
d. la paz 

 
7: Which word is the feminine form of actor? 
(2 points) 
a. acta 
b. actoral  
c. actual 
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